
Wargrave vs HURLEY 1XI – 29th May 2010 
  

WARGRAVE 
M Woods c Ridgeway b Cole  18 

C Lunn  c Simoes b Cole  49 

S French c Kayani b Forrest  90 

J Moss  b Forrest   3 

A Woods lbw Cole   0 

J Colbourne c Balchin b Akhtar  34 

J Rimmer Not Out   2 

J Smith  Not out   4 

  Extras    7 

  Total    207-6 

 

N Akhtar 7-0-61-1 D Forrest 7-1-46-2 

M Cole  10-1-33-3 P Ridgeway 3-0-39-0 

T Balchin 2-0-22-0 

 

HURLEY 
S Kayani b Walker   1 

D Simoes Not Out   77 

R Brown c A Woods b French  21 

S Taylor  c A Woods b French  4 

T Balchin b Walker   22 

J Taylor  Not Out   9 

N Akhtar 

M Allen 

M Cole   

P Ridgeway  

D Forrest 

  Extras    3 

  Total    137-4 

 

With the weather changing more often than Cheryl Cole in concert, and with less pleasant results, 

Wargrave and Hurley were confined to the Pavilion for 2 hours before play could get underway at 

3pm. The match was reduced to 60 overs making a result an unlikely outcome especially on a 

surprisingly hard flat pitch. Hurley won the toss and under grey clouds refusing to leave like an 

unwelcome Christmas relative, decided to bowl. Wargrave immediately showed their intent racing to 

27 in 5 overs before Mike Cole (3-33) found one to nip away from Martin Woods (18) to slip where Phil 

Ridgeway took an excellent one handed catch to his right despite his flu like symptoms; the back 

slapping producing more phlegm than an England footballer. Simon French (90) began somewhat 

circumspectly before launching an assault at times of biblical proportions including four huge sixes 

which saw fielders trotting off over the horizon to retrieve. His 67 ball display was finally ended by the 

leg spin of Dave Forrest (2-46) but the platform was laid for Wargrave to smash 96 from their last 10 

overs and declare on an unassailable 207-6 from 29 overs.  

 

Requiring almost 7 an over, Hurley’s only real option was to bat long and pick up a couple of batting 

points. The fall of Kayani (1) in the 3rd over sweeping Scott Walker (2-36) was a blow, but the 

combative Dave Simoes (77not) and prodigal Ross Brown (21) added 42 in 10 overs at a decent 

pace. It was inevitable that the debutant French (2-22) would also weigh in with wickets and he found 

the faintest of edges to remove Brown and Steve Taylor (4) both sportingly walking before being given 

the digit. Trevor Balchin (22) settled the brief panic in the visitors ranks with a 4th wicket stand of 65 with 

the untroubled Simoes to steer Hurley to the draw and as many points as if they had not bothered 

under this dreadful Bank Holiday weather.   


